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Ticket sales insufficient
to operate Rec Center
By Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
The operation
the Student I won
Recreation and Events Center will cost
students long after construction is completed, according to the most recent budget projections.
The current $38 -per- semester fee goes
Iowand the construction 01 the Rec Center, but in the future the fee will probably’
be used to cover the deficit of the operation of the facility which includes salaries and standard upkeep.
A summary of projected operating revenues and expenses for the first five years
of operation of the Rec Center. prepared
by Student Union Director Ron Barrett in
February 1986, shows the facility as
breaking even.
That means the projected revenues
equal the projected expenses. making a
balanced budget.
But included in the revenue figures of
the budget for the first year is $318,849
that is to he supplied by Student Union
fees, paid by students.

of

"Students pay !Or the operation of the
Student Union building." said Barrett,
referring to the semester fee.
Barrett said that the budget material is
not recent and that it still needs to he
looked at further.
Associated Students President Michael
McLennan also expressed some concern
for more research to he done on the budget.
Current Student Union Board of Directors’ Rec Center projections call for a
96.7 percent sell out at 13 yearly basketball events, in order to break even according to the budget.
The number of events and attendance
figures were taken from a study done by
Laventhol & Horwath, public accountants
researching the budget projections of the
Rec Center.
The study ys as completed in December
1983. hut became outdated following revisions to the plan of the Rec Center.
Included in the revisions of the Rec
Center plan was the reducing of arena
See BUDGET page 8

By. Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
Terry McCarthy. Associated Students vice
president, has submitted a new, more lenient
bicycle and skateboard policy to SJSU’s Environmental Safety Committee.
Earlier this semester the committee sought
to ban the vehicles from campus completely
because of the safety threat they pose to pedestrians.
McCarthy submitted his first proposal to
the committee a week ago Thursday to register and number all bicycles and skateboards
in an effort to make riders more accountable
to pedestrians.
That plan has been scrapped by McCarthy. however, in favor of his new proposal.
which bans bicycles, skateboards and motorind carts from 8:20 to 8:30 a.m. Monday.
Wednesday and Friday: and from 8:30 to
8:45 a.m. Tuesday and Thursday.
Seventh and Ninth streets would always
remain open to the vehicles.

Other "peak pedestrian hours" could be
added to the proposal, McCarthy said.
Environmental Safety Of flier Ron Montgomery called the bicycle and skateboard
issue a "no -win situation- because ’’sonic
people don’t want them on campus and some
people do."
In a poll conducted by the Spartan Daily
last week. nearly 70 percent of 200 people
asked said they believed people should be allowed to ride bicycles and skateboards on
campus.
Montgomery said he was "not real thrilled
about use lof the vehicks) during the day"
when presented with McCarthy’s proposal
Friday .

driven on the streets which border campus,
rather than through the campus itself.
McCarthy said he included carts in his
proposal because allowing them to traverse
campus, while banning bicycles and skateboards would be unfair to students.
Patricia Phillips, A.S. director of non-traditional minority affairs. agreed.
"((’arts) are much more dangerous than
any bike has ever been." Phillips said.
"What’s the difference between them
using carts to get from (point I A to (point) B
on campus and a student using his bike to do
the same?" she asked.

McCarthy said he thought enforcement of
any type of ban would be "extremely diffi"II just takes a whole lot of extra work for cult."
somebody .’ ’ Montgomery said.
"Enforcement is something that hasn’t
He added that the Committee would like been resolved." he said. "It’s going to be
to see all of SJSU’s motorized maintenance purely up to the (University Police Depart carts become "street legal" so they could be
See BICYCLE page 8

South Campus
drinking water
not affected yet

Downtown
corridor nears
completion

By I.isa Ostroski
Daily staff writer
Twenty years of coittroer,er
hazardous waste, just blot:k. troll,
SJSU. is far from over.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency will not even hazard a
guess at when the final cleanup ()I
the former site of Lorentz Barrel and
Drum, a barrel recycling center, will
be complete.
The facility was shut down in July
1987 after the Santa Clara County
Superior Court issued a restraining
order to stop operations. Investigations dating back to 1968 showed
that Lorentz. located at South 10th
and East Alma Streets. had been violating hazardous waste regulatory
laws and dumping more than the
legal limit of residual material from
the barrels.
This practice resulted in contamination of soil and shallow groundwater beneath the site. This affects the
underground water system of the
South Ray which is made up of
water containing earth formations
called aquifers.
Mary Masters, remedial project
manager for the EPA. said. "the real
problem is the abandoned agricultural wells (not yet located) in the area
that may penetrate the already contaminated shallow aquifers and the
deeper aquifers which supply drinking water for the county.** If the
abandoned wells are connected to
both the upper and lower aquifers the
contamination will spread into the
drinking water supply, she explained.
Located within one -quarter mile
from the Lorentz site are the supply
wells for Spartan Village. Spartan
City and Spartan Stadium. These
wells are tested quarterly for contamination.
Scott Yo. water quality manager
for San Jose Water Company. said
MatMewl

Downtown

Hot dog stands steam over sidewalk

Matthew E Durham Daily stall photographer
Abraham Beyene, front, and Jorge Guillen vie for
customers in front of the Spartan Complex.
litigate says Guillen had originally asked kir the
space beside Beyene but it had already been promised to
the vendor, We Are Nuts.
We Are Nuts will begin selling fruit, nuts and other
See STANDS page 7

Located within onequarter mile from
the Lorentz site are
the supply wells for
Spartan Village,
Spartan City and
Spartan Stadium.
These wells are
tested quarterly.
the well serving Spartan City and
Spartan Village was tested on Feb.
8.
no
"It was completely clean
detectable contamination. There is
no immediate danger to the campus
and the vicinity." he said. "but if
we allow the site to sit unattended.
without a cleanup, in the future the
aquifer could become contaminated.
We need to remove the source of
contamination and seal the conduit." he added.
Ron Montgomery. environmental
health and safety officer, was not
available to report when the Spartan
Stadium well was last tested.
On Feb. 25 the California Department of Health Services and the public met to update the community on
activities at the Lorentz site.
The two organizations have been
working together, in removing hazardous waste from the site. since August 1987. As of December the federal agency has’ taken over the lead
responsibility of the cleanup. Howard Hatayama. site mitigation unit
See TOXIC’S page 8
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construction workers remove plates covering the holes where rails will be laid

By Dani Parkin
Daily staff writer
Abraham Beyene came to SJSU in search of "The
American Dream." In the last week he has become a
victim of the another American dream free enterprise.
"I want a house. I want to he able to feed my lamBeyene says, owner of Expo hot dog stand. But a
rival concessionaire, recently positioned just 50 feet
away from Beyene’s stand in front of the Spartan Complex, is diminishing his chances.
Beyene came from Ethiopia. He and his family (if
five live off of the $130 to $270 Expo brings in each
week. His three young daughters play on the sidewalk by
the stand. His wife hands out sodas to the customers.
He is losing $75 a day from the competiton.
"My rent is $500. How are we to survive?" he asks,
looking soulfully to his competition.
"We have been here since (Xi. 11. 1986," Beyene
says. "I work hard every day."
Regular customers will tell of his generosity. "I’ve
been a nickle or dime short and he always lets me pay
him back later.’’ one customer said.
Hugo’s Hot Dog stand has a permit for its competitive placement. Jorge Gunter). rival hot dog seller, says,
"This is where the city told me to go."
But Officer Chuck Hogate of the San Jose Department of Police Permits says. "I put him there, because
he asked to he there.

I. 1988

New bicycle plan targets
key times, thoroughfares

Final link of rail project in place

By Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer
A hearty expression of joy was
voiced by the long-suffering workers
of the Guadalupe corridor project as
they finally installed the lust of the
grade crossings in downtown San
Jose’s light rail system.
Friday night’s construction cress
hoisted unique French -imported.
7,950-pound steel rails with bulldozers into their shallow ditches. About
20 men worked from 7 p.m. 1,,
around midnight to hook up the final
section of the Guadalupe Corridoi
Project.
The time and date of the swing
shift efforts were chosen to avoid
disrupting the traffic flow around the
campus and the downtown area.
Resident County Inspector Harry
Steeleman spoke about the construction work done in front of the Center
for Performing Arts.
’This street crossing is the lust
phase before the South Line goes
into construction, a year from now.
Steeleman said.
The project supervisor. John Fonseca. described the grade crossing at
San Carlos Street as a oaf trunk section and a foundation to build out
from.
Fonseca explained an important
aspect of the evenings’ endeavors: to
check for current leaks. This is why
both Santa Clara County and San
Jose city inspectors were present on
a slightly drizzly Febuary night.
The supervisor said the anchoi
bolts provide a pathway which energizes the system it is based on
the current theory.
"The current theory surrounds the
idea of the transferring of energy
the
from the cars into the wheels
rail tranfers the current to underground metal structures which draw
the current." Fonseca said.
Cal Trans was also present at the
construction site. A represent a.iye
from that agency. Bill Ferry. expressed concern over the way that
See TRACK pave
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Poll shows
interest in
Christianity
By I.aura NI. Lukas
Daily stall writer
It happens every semester.
The Campus Crusade for
Christ conducts its "One -Minute Survey" on program adjustment day.
This semester’s survey.
conducted on Jan. 26, brought
about a "very positive result,"
according to John Hastings. an
active member in the Christian
organization.
"We wanted to find out
what students attitudes are like
on campus." Hastings said.
The results show that although most students are
"really into school." over 10
See SURVEY page 7

Resident hall flooded
by burst water pipe
By Karen I. Derenzi
Daily staff writer
A broken hot water pipe flooded
the men’s wing on the first floor of
loulder Hall early Sunday morning.
torcing residents out of their rooms
to clean up the mess.
The pipe burst just after midnight.
said Yun Shau. a Moulder Hall resident adviser.
San Jose firemen were summoned
to the hall by resident Marc Singer.
SJSU maintenance crews were also
tin hand to help residents squeegee
up the water.
Resident Director Lowell Robinson said that the pipe comided and
broke, spraying water onto the wall
and peeling off a patch of paint.
Maintenance crews welded it back
together and put in another piece of
pipe to reinforce it. he added.
Robinson said the biggest problem
was finding the main shut-off valve
to stop the scalding, steaming water
from shooting into the hallway.

"We couldn’t find where to shut
off the water." Robinson said.
"(The University Police Department) had blueprints that were old
and those were the ones they gave
me.
"(The blueprints) should he up to
date." he added. "We should have
turned the water off sooner and
maybe there wouldn’t have been this
much water down here."
Residents crom the second and
third floors offered floor space for
the 28 first -floor residents. said
Dave Perry, the resident adviser for
the first floor.
"Anyone whose room is unlivable
can stay with someone else," Perry
said. "It’s basically up to the residents."
However, most residents chose to
spend the night in their own rooms.
Darrell Allan) and his roommate
Enrique Arreola were the first to notice the problem.
"(The water) jetted in under my
See WATER page 8
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Community Perspective

Life in the halls
is not wonderful
semestet long I has e represented a large
AIIportion of Moulder Hall w ho have been unhapps to sas the least w ith housing. We feel
that mit mils has our RI) been unprofessional in his
w ith residents hut that he is it slight egot
tar his performance has been. to say the least
iI He has not mils hist the confidence of
mails oi his resident,. hut inure importantly, he has
lost much iii his support from his staff, rendering
him an metticient leader His comment that dorm
and I do mean Al inm. not resident hall life
(there is a difterencei is " v,onderful’ is the biggest
load of misintormatii in since the Contragate proceedings
How , all one person is hi, has the primary responsibilas tor tii RA, leas ing. and the present
rough V,:iter in Moulder. and is hose major attitude
is that "this is ins dorm. I’ll do what I want," describe Moulder lite as w onderl ill" I have personally
seen him s ening al the lop of his lungs at an officer
a ho is as trs ilqt hi C,I. oil some people indoors who
were heme too loud He telt that the officer had no
business "harasi-ing ’ them is hen that officer had
re,vised a call iii dos I le lid, said many times
that he is responsible tor his peu ple. and that he in
turn is responsible to Flousing But shouldn’t they
all he responsible to the resident, ’ His unprofessional conduct when residents made repeated inquiries
about the future ot one ot our RA, was met with an
" its - none la -). our- business" attitude that quite
trankls w as the hregest PR mistake I- have ever
seen. When I did v, hat he said and ssent to his boss
ion answers. she immediatels answered its questions, leas mg me with the question. "Why are you
not responding to our residents"’
II the good side. there are some slowly
emerging des elopments. Housing is attempting to adopt a Judiciary board to give
the residents some sas . but I tear it may be too little
too late. The hoard w ill still has e to ultimately answer to the RI) and this will
in time I fear ruin
the whole priors purpose ’it the hoard
resident
representation I base brought up many more
changes but they base been shot down for habilits
reasons. or because ot my lavorite reason, due to
the lack ot student in:aunts or student participation.
Basicalls stated, that mean, Housing is too busy
looking Mel* its shoulders tor none, mein lawsuit,
(since we are all consenting adults now . we pay our
ow n dues) Students that if is ell the chance to he a
s table part ot the ss stein I not lust hall activities,
real polics decisions) ii. ti rise to the challenge.
Housing said the> ...t .omplaints all the time
I rom parents alit sas that Johnns and Jenny are
’pans mg all the nine and aren’t getting good
grades. so w hat are oil ,piiii1.2 io do about it - Now
to accommodate this. Housing leek responsible to
play moral halts sit te! lor di irm students. What I
want to know is w Its aren’t their parents doing their
mb, and why should Housing do it tor them. If the>.
haven’t learned bs IS or 14, is ill [hes es cr.’ All in
all, it is a lairls is eak eiuse for the ti n% of rules
they has e With: up w 1[11 since last semester
Ms RD has also repealed’s denied room transfers and belies e it or not it sou hie in a dorm and
don’t like your roommate and want to mow, hut
your RI) doesn’t w ant this to happen i this has happened se% eral times in Moulder alone) he can "just
sits no
All ot this - wonderfulness" added to what any
RA, a ill tell you iii then iis er-worked, under-paid
posim ins l’[he contract that t hes were hired under
stated ;,1 211 -hour work week rhe RAs in Moulder
do upwards of 50 and get paid about 79 cents an
hour tor it i has made Moulder a place I will never
return to I .iii ik at Ili insole records: 20 people left
Allen user %Inter break and ans hods who knows
the Housing contract kill ’as that to even attempt to
leave the dorms is a siiit:k of paperwork. Residents
must prose w hs thes need to lease before Housing
even considers letting them out (hen there must he
someone to replace the resident I Asti) . the resident nuts! get I s ou guessed it ) the RIEs signature
on the papers helore appro al is e% en considered.

0

Now . it has been said that tor the bureaucracy
Housing’s si/e they do Ols:. but is OK good
enough? I think nta And tor those other KO percent
it’s not OK. either The point being that until you
are one of the KO percent I Ms. Christine Deren/i,
you are in gm eminent and are theretore not a credible judge) how could sou know ’ Furthermore, as
tar as being dismayed hs the anonymity of the reports do you remember what happened ill one of
our RAs first semester when he spoke out? Yes,
that’s right, he almost lost his joh, so who are you
to question whether or not RA, a ill he fired? Even
Ms Charlene Chew stated "I don’t think so"
when asked if there would he any possibility of firing. That to me does not sound very reassuring, especially if my RA joh is my only source of Housing. Even so, the troth tit the matter is that many
RAs were afraid to speak out, so who are you to
question them ’ As or the stows Mr. Elder took.
do you know how it was taken, or did you know
that Housing has no Nurses., and neither director
has been seen in Moulder since September’? So for
you to state that the sur%ey is inaccurate is in no
way valid and neither can anyone front Housing as
they have no numbers.
In closing, we ol Moulder would like to say
"Yep. life in the dorm% is wonderful, especially
ours...
Ku’s in Cooper
sophi llllll re
1 mance

it

Care needed to prevent molestation
After two years and $326.00o.
Berkeley researchers have found that
preschoolers are more likely to be
harmed than helped by sex -abuse
prevention classes.
The study, of 118 abuse -educated
children in seven cities, showed they
were unable to distinguish between
"good" and "had" touching and
tended to shy away from affection
altogether.
The researchers concluded that
preschoolers are generally too young
to grasp what they are taught. Their
active imaginations run wild and.
out of boredom or to attract attenMin, they can ruin someone’s life by
falsely accusing them of molestation.
Last year, a woman operating a
small-scale day care center in Fremont was the subject of a criminal
ins estigation after a 5 -year-old girl
told her teacher she had been tootested. The girl later broke down,
said she had lied and that she "was
sorry." hut the woman had already
suffered enough anguish and humiliation that she left the day care business. The incident was a cry for attention from a mixed-up child whose
mother had recentls left her with a
workaholic father
This is nu it to say that young chil

Katarina Jonholt
dren should not he taken seriousls
when they say they have been
abused. But since they are unable to
understand the seriousness of the
charge. they cannot he expected to
take the responsibility for protecting
themselves.
It must he up to the parents to provide for their children’s safety hs not
leaving them in the care of strangers.
It may not be easy, hut raising children isn’t. Parents also need to instill
in their children some degree of lose
and respect kvr other people. Sexual
abuse may cause serious emotional
harm, but growing up with nothing
but fear and suspicion toward one’s
fellow human beings doesn’t exactly
provide for a mentally healthy future. either.

The conclusions ol the Berkeley
researchers can be reached faster and
more cheaply by visiting a playground and trying to talk, joke or
play with the children: they run
away. Viewing every unfamiliar
face as a potential bogeyman, kids
these days are excluded from contact
with the general adult population.
But in order to grow up with, a
healthy perspective on life, children
need to be exposed to opinions and
lifestyles other than those of their
parents. We are raising a generation
of narrow-minded, selfish little cynics and if societs seems sick now.
lust wait until these guys take over.
If children don’t isolate themselves and try to he open and affectionate. chances are adults will hesitate to respond for fear of being
accused of molestation.
This is paranoia. Adults should be
willing -to spend quality time with
their children, not park them in front
of the tube. Although the television
program, "GI Joe" teaches basic
American values (the U.S. military
defends world freedom and justice
and all Arabs are terrorists) and the
"Care Bears" give children their
daily dose of love, they can’t replace
time spent w ith a real person

Letters to the Editor
Stop ROTC bashing
Editor.
I am sick and tired ot hearing
these ROTC skimmers coniplain
about something they know nothing
about. No matter your political attitude or your prior military status or
current occupation, unless you have
personally looked into the ROTC
you can’t make a judgment. Yes. I
am an ROTC cadet. Yes. I’ve heard
the comparisons with the "real"
Army, and yes. I’ve questioned
ROTC. The bottom line is that
ROTC is a good program.
ROTC cadets are educated in
ethics, morality and sensitivity. The
whole purpose of this program is to
develop more well-rounded officers
This is the purpose of having ROTC
programs at universities. Officers
educated in the private sector have a
different outlook on life. They take
the sociology, psychology and liberal arts just like other students.
They are more objective and sensitive to the wants and needs of their
subordinates. Sure, you may have a
few over-enthusiastic individuals hut
you also have the equivalent in persons who might choose to lie down
in front of trains.
Ti’ stereotype ROTC cadets as
"Jr. Rambos" is foolish and shallow. There is a need for ROTC trained individuals. SJSU has been
luring out ROTC cadets for more
than 30 years. The program here is
outstanding, and officers from SJSU
are nearly always highly placed.
This ’’proposal’’ to find an "alternative** place of training is insulting to
the ROTC program here and should
be insulting to the university. I propose that the people who are so
"bothered" by ROTC find an alternative institution to get their education. There are plenty of good institutions that may be more compatible
for them. I remind you that the same
rights that allow you to sit on a train
track allow me to participate in SJSU
ROTC. And isn’t that the root of all
this ’
Ilow do those who would do away
with the military propose to retain
their rights’? ROTC and the military
are in fact designed to preserve those
rights. Now think about that! This
country works because there are at

least two sides to everything. Let’s
not be so foolish as to overlook the
matter of protecting your rights.
I truly feel that ROTC "hashers"
are shallow people. They need to
look at the big picture. The whole
idea is to live and work together
Right? Food for thought: How mans
wars have been ended under liberai
presidents’? How many countries
have a military that would give its
lite just so you can call it had names’?
Where else in the world can you
change the government?
John Leatherman
Junior
Industrial Technology

Games’ focus distorted
Editor.
Karen Deren/1 is. as most Americans are, way off base in her article
"Remembering the Games" (Feb.
26). We have to reali/e that the
Olympic Games are not for us, or
our country The Olympics are for
the athletes is h0 train hard most of
their lives just to get the chance to
compete in the Gaines.
To the media. the Olympic Games
have become a contest to see which
country can earn the most medals to
prove who is the hest. I feel sorry for
athletes like Brian ((Milano and Debi
Thomas who are put under so much
pressure by the media to "bring
home the gold." I sometimes won
der how they can perform.
The worst pan of these Games has
to he the judging of the figure -skating events. The judges have become
so biased that they can no longer
view the athletes nonjudgmentally
on their performances. To watch a
skater perform a flawless program
and then be scored low is upsetting.
Karen’s article was just another of
those typical views of "we better
win a medal and to hell with everything else." If our media, and anyone else who subscribes to this nonsense, keeps this kind of attitude,
then I believe we should abandon the
Games or let the athletes represent
themselves without their countries’
flags following behind them.
The Olympics are for the athletes
to test their individual skills and they
should be allowed to compete to

their own satisfaction without feeling that they must "defend their
country and bring home a medal.**
Thomas E. R lllll ano
Senior
Industrial Studies

Daily missed a scoop
Editor.
It makes me very curious to think
that Channel II and Channel 8 News
managed to report and interview
people involved with Engineering
Open House right here on campus
and the best thing that the Spartan
Daily could report is a university bar
brawl. This makes one wonder about
the validity of this "rag." It amazes
ine to think that something that
brings close to a thousand high
school students and involvement
from several industry leaders could
miss the watchful eyes of the Daily.
Ti, think that SJSU has one of the top
engineering schools in the country
and its very own paper can not even
come up with a paragraph on the
back page. This is not only irresponsible. hut ities me insight to
where this paper obviously does its
reporting from the Pub.
Troy IA arrl
Senior
Industrial and Systems
Engineering

Insightful review
Editor,
Thanks must ito out to Kara Myers
for her insightful review of "Iron weed." Her plot synopsis was sprinkled just the right touch of vivid imagery, creating the illusion of
actually becoming one with the characters. Her "Cliff Notes" -like narrative condensed the William Kennedy novel expertly. And the two
sentences reserved for Nicholson’s
and Streep’s performances helped
support the headline. I knew instinctively how "their remarkable tar
ems" must have been wasted.
It is refreshing to come across a
writer unafraid to state her unique
point of view.
Julia Tranchina
Senior
Journalism

pi

Irecently underwent a profound change. I woke
lip to the fact that these are the Reagan WK. It’s
time to get v, ith the program. It’s time to throw
away those tired, progressive. neoliheral beliefs.
1.ets get conservative.
So, armed with the local yellow pages. I looked
under "ideology" and set out to buy myself a
dogma transplant.
"Right-wingers R Is, can I help you?" said the
well -dressed representive of a local conservative
think tank.
Yes. I’d like to become a conservative, you
know. in the Ronald Reagan mold, except without
the blue -black greasy hairstyle.
"Well. are you interested in becoming a fullblown conservative or do you want to go for the
pardal Bob Dole/George Bush moderate treatment?"
Nope. I won’t settle for anything less than to he
a complete right-wing ideologue. I want to make
the John Birch Society look like a socialist outfit.
Just tell me what I have to do.
"First of all, Do you care about people? You
know, tithe a conservative you have to discard all
leelings of empathy for those less fortunate than
yourself. In fact, part of our graduation ceremonies
includes a field trip to a shelter for the homeless
where our pupils get to verbally and physically
abuse the needy. It’s great fun. George Deukmejian
is a guest lecturer."
That sounds like fun. What else dull have to
learn?
"How do you feel about the Russians?"
Well, I know their government isn’t too hot,
,Ind that the Soviets do more than their fair share ot
sabre -rattling.
"Stop right there. In order to become a cardcarrying conservative, you have to start blaming the
Soviet Union for everything from had weather on
the East Coast to the waxy yellow buildup on your
kitchen floor. It’s the cornerstone of conservatism.
You have to learn to hate, no, make that despise everything about that nation. None of this peaceful
coexistence H. S."
What other courses do you offer?
"We have complete indoctrination procedures.
including classes in budget -slashing. deficit-producing, Bible-thumping, red -baiting and an exhaustive course in liberal -hashing. Next to commies. we blame liberals for most everything that’s
wrong with the world."
What about the media? I asked.
"We lump them in with the liberals. It’s the
media that create liberals. You know, they’re always showing starving people in Africa and homeless people here in America. If it wasn’t for the
media, we wouldn’t have anyone left of center in
this country."
Wow. Is it easy to learn to bash people who disagree with me’? It’s an art form to question the patriotism of people with different political beliefs, and
it seems to come natural for you born conservatives.
"Yeah, it does. But once you have your initial
compassion -removal, you’ll pick up the rhetoric in
no time. Pretty soon you’ll sound like a press release from the Reagan administration. You’ll be
able to use terms like ’unilateral disarmament’ and
’tax -and -spend politicians.’ "
/can hardly wait. Just think, no more worrying
about the threat of nuclear war or about the
plight of ptvor people in America. I can focus
my attention on being insensitive to social problems
such as rampant racism and sexism in our society.
Say. will I learn how to apologi/e for the racist regime in South Africa, just like Ronald Reagan’?
"Use that name cautiously. The ’R.R.’ man is
considered a deity in these parts, at least until he
signed that damned INF Treaty. You see, we conservatives never met an arms control treaty we
liked. We oppose anything that limits military
spending or action...
Are there any major benefits to being a conservative’?
Sure. We’ll give you a solid gold bracelet engraved with the name of your very own Nicaraguan
Contra. Plus, you’ll receive a list of the women
he’s raped. the children he’s murdered and the
schools and health clinics he has attacked."
Let me get this straight. Those things are had
only when communists or Iranians commit them.
"Sure, except we don’t always dislike Iranians.
Those of us on the political fringe always need people who’ll buy our weapons, or else God forbid
peace is liable to break out. By the way, another
benefit of becoming a conservative is that you’ll
have access to our own 011ie North -Fawn Hall
shredding machine. It’s good for all sorts of documents: peace treaties. Supreme Court rulings, federal laws, even the Constitution!"
Sounds great to me. Where do I sign up?
"Right here. All you have to do is sign this
pledge of hatred and pay the $100.000 tuition fee
and we’ll enroll you in your first course: War-Mon
gering 101 with professor William F. Buckley."
But I don’t have $100.000. Don’t you have
some sort of financial aid’?
"That’s a damn social program, bordering on
pure Marxism. comrade. Besides, in order to be a
true conservative you have to be financially cornfortable .
Oh well. Unable to afford the conservative dot.
trination. I sadly made my way home. Still intact
were my compassion for the underprivileged and
belief that world peace can he achieved.
I consoled myself with the fact that even if I did
have the $100,0(8). I was still a little apprehensive
about undergoing the required frontal lohotoms
Dave Lanson is the Forum Editor, Puhliminal Messages appears every Tuesday.

Forum Policy
Letters must hear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level. Deliver
letters to the Daily office in Dwight Bentel
11.111.
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Shultz’s peace plan
wins Egypt’s backing
JERUSALEM (API
Secretary of State George P. Shultz returned to Jerusalem to meet with
Israeli officials after his regional
peace plan won the support of
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, a senior U.S. official said.
Mubarak, who met with Shultz
on Sunday. became the first
leader in the Middle East to support the plan. Jordan and Sy ria
have rejected it. and Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir of Israel has
publicly opposed its key elements.
"They liked the package.- a
senior U.S official said Sunday
after Shultz outlined his peace
proposal in a three-hour meeting
with Mubarak in Cairo.
Shultz resumed his discussions
with Shamir on Sunday night.

Neither Shultz nor Shamir spoke
with reporters after meeting.
The secretary of state was to
meet with Foreign Minister Shimon Peres today before flying to
Amman for a second round of
talks with Jordanian officials.
"We have a package that is
promising at least
we think it
is promising." Shultz said after
seeing Mubarak on Sunday.
"Whether anyone else thinks it is
promising is a question."
Egyptian
Foreign
Minister
Ismat Abdel-Meguid, standing
alongside Shultz under cloudy
Cairo skies, did not respond.
However. aI S othcial, who
spoke on condition ot anonymity
on Shultz’s flight to Jerusalem.
said that Egypt had endorsed the
U.S. proposal.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a dm ,11,; kith ()hand of Hawaii: Weekly meeting.
for SJSU student, fiicults aml stall 7 p iii.S t ’ Guadalupe room. For
organizations. hems Inas he Aid, iiiloimairon (all 231 .4667
mined on forms in the Daily (Oil..
Dwight Hemel Hall Room 208, hiss WEDNESDAY
k shin
Christian
incrican
will not he accepted over the phone
Ohm ship: \\ cck k iIlCC(5I151
The deadline far the next day’,
I,I .
I Sosianssan room. flu in
paper is main.
tonnation call 997-7808.
TODAY
Re-entry
Advisory
Program:
Intramural Sports: Two-a -side %()I - Brown bag lunch, guest speaker is
ley hall sign-ups through March 4. Jane Boyd on "Time Manage,
8an)-5pm. Mon. -Fri. at the Leisure ment.’ noon -1:30, Administration
Services office. Call 924-5962 fot building 223. For information call
information.
924-5930.
SJSU Ski Club: Sign-up for March AIESEC: General meeting. 6:30
25 -April 2 Sun Valley ski trip, table p.m.. SU Almaden Room. Call 924in front of Student Union, spaces are 6260 for information.
limited. Call 268-5633 hir informa- Circle K: Club meeting. 3:30 p.m..
tion.
SU Pacheco Room. Call 268-4705
Counseling Services: Women’s for information.
support group for women concerned SJSU Career Planning and Placeabout over-eating, 3:30-5:15 p.m.. ment: Summer and Co-op Job I -au
Administration Bldg room 222A. meet with over 1(10 employers and
Call 924-5910 for information.
obtain a summer or co-op job. 10
Campus
Ministry:
Meditation a.m.-3 p.m.. SU Ballroom. Call
Group, 3:35-4:35 p.m.. 300 S. 10th 924-6033 for information.
Street. Call 298-0204 for informa- Eddie Mello Fan Club: New moemtion.
hers meeting. 3:30 p.m.. Alpha Tau
Chemistry Department: Seminar: Omega, corner of 8th and Reed. Call
Dr. James Valentini on "Using Las- 279-3645 (Or information.
ers to study chemical reactions at Campus Ministry: Bible Study.
30.001T K." 4:30 p.m.. Duncan Noon -I p.m. Pacheco Room. StuHall room 135. Call 924-5000 for in- dent Union. Call 298-021)4 for inforformation.
mation.
SJSU Art Galleries: Humble artist National Press Photographers tslecture series featuring Sam Smidt. sociation: San Forencich w illspxtak
5:00-6 p.m.. Art Building room 133. and show his work, 7:30 p
Call 924-4328 for information.
dent Council Chambers. third ’loot
Bill Press for U.S. Senate: Rally. of Student Union. Call 924-3280
noon. SU
Amphitheater. Call after 5 p.m. for information.
415/824-6405 for information.
Faculty- Booktalks: Prof. Martin
Marketing Club: Stress manage- Hellman of Stanford University will
ment, 3:30 p.m., SU Costanoan discuss the hook "Breakthrough."
club, siti
Room. Call 738-8830 for informa- 12:30 p.m..
924-5500 ti,,
tion.
and San SaIxador
Circle K: Club meeting, 3:30 p.m.. 11111,1111diltily
SU Pacheco Room. Call 268-4705
THURSDAY
for information.
Re-entr)
Advisor)
Program:
this
Social Dance Club: No practice
Drop - in support group. 2 p
week. Call 279-9680 for informa- 3:30p.m.. SU Pacheco room. Foi iii
tion.
formation call 924-5930.
Financial Management Associa- Free modern dance performance:
tion: Panel discussion on the finan- Presented by A.S. Program Board.
cial management program at General noon. SU Upper Pad. For intOrmaElectric. 5:00 p.m., SU Costanoan tion call 924-6260.
Room. Call 279-9601 for informa- India Students Association: Gen
tion.
eral meeting. 4 p.m. -6 p.m.. St
AWSEC: General meeting. 6:30 Costanoan mom. For informal ion
p.m.. SU Almaden Room. Call 924- call 426-0420.
6260 for information.
History Department: RepresentaAl -Anon: Weekly meeting. Noon. tives tram the Ariii War College
Building
room present "What is American Militar%
Administration
222A. Call 924-5910 for informa- Policy." noon. DMH room 30. 1 oi
tion.
information contact Dr. Boll.
Delta Sigma l’i: Stress Management Vovinam Viet Vo Dao: Regulat
Workshop leaturing Dr. Len Kra- practice session. 5:30-6:45 p.m..
vitz. 7 p.m.. Business Classrooms SPX 209. For information call 972room 015. Call 248-4964 for infor- ()762.
mation.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: visiting
Vovinam Viet Vo Dao: Regular the Anne Frank Exhibit, 4:30 p.m.
5:30-6.45. in SU Almaden room or 5:00 p.m. at
session.
practice
rhe San Jose Museum of Art. For inSPX209. For inlOrmation call 9I ’t
(1762
ormation call 261

Police arrest Tutu, other church leaders
during protest of government crackdown
CAPE TOWN. South Africa (API
Police Monday arrested Anglican
Archbishop Desmond Tutu and other
church leaders as thcy. marched toward Parliament with a petition protesting the government’s crackdown
on anti-apartheid organizations.
Alter Tutu and the other clergy men were placed in police vehicles
and arrested on charges of staging an
illegal gathering, police fired water
cannons at about 70 other protesters
ho were sitting on the sidewalk.
The protesters and members of the
press were taken to a police station.
then released with a warning.
The clergymen carried a petition.
addressed to President P.W. Botha
and Parliament. saying: "We leaders
of a number of South African
churches have come to Parliament
today to witness and pray in a time
of crisis outside the buildings in
hich you make important decisions
affecting the lives (it’ millions of
South At
who belong to our
churches,
The protesters, marching five
abreast. walked a few yards toward
Parliament train St. George’s Cathe-

World
News

I

dral. the milaimi Anglican church m
downtown Cape Town.
In a meeting at St. George’s before the march. Tutu and other ministers had declared the churches
would lead protests against the government’s anti-apartheid policies because 18 major black opposition
groups had been banned last week
from sill political :Kik imy.
Tutu, winner sit the 1984 Nobel
Peace Prize. marched in front of the
procession. along with the Re%
Allan Boesak. president of the
(if
Alliance
World
Reforme(I
Churches: the Res Frank Chikane.
general -secretary sit the South Aid
can Council of Churches: the Res
Khoza Mgojo. past president of the
Methodist Church. and the Roman
Catholic Bishop of Cape Timm Ste
phen Naid(x).

Tutu %%allied
that they might be teat -gassed.
sprayed aimh water cainuins or sir
ested. although the chuich leaders
said they had silt untied the government beforehand about the proposed
inarch.
The march proceeded w idi lc’
men at the end oil each row and lay
people in the middle.
they
leached Government A% einic . near
the Parliament buildings, they weie
net by about 5(1 policemen w ho
linked arms to lorm a human harriCI
across the niad .

I It police told the crowd they
were gathering illegally. then began
leading away the church leaders.
starting with Boesak.
The Rev. Sid Luckett, head of the
Anglican Board sit Social Responsibility . led the lest of the ciowd to the
IN sIts, e %ehicles and the) sat di swim
the sidewalk,
c sprayed the seated proles
ters w itts water cannons, hut they.
stayed in place, and were then put
into police vehicles as they recited
the Lord’s Prayer. Police also look
members of the press into custody .
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OU DO HAVE A CHOICE!
l3ILL PRESS, Democratic
candidate for U.S. Senate, will
address the San Jose State
campus community during a
noon rally at the Student
Union Ampitheater on
Tuesday, March 1st. We
encourage you to meet Bill
Press and hear his views on the
crucial issues of our time. Bill
will welcome questions on any
subject, because you deserve
to know where he stands.

ONLY
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Bill Press - U.S.
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nursing program

Samuel Merritt College
of Nursing
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Human Anatraity
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t ’hemistry
Nutrition (pref(’rred)
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ST UDEN I HEALTH SERVICES
NUTRITION DIVISION
Health Building
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Star ting March 3, 1988
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S ISU takes 2 of 3
Oifl St. Mary’s
By Karen M. Derenzi
Daily staff writer
For about 24 hours this weekend
the Spartan baseball team was 1%\
games oser _500 for the first time
this season.
SJSU (10-9) reached that plateau
with consecutive wins over St.
Mars’s College 17-13) on Friday and
Saturday before losing to the Gaels
on Sunday
In the first contest of the series.
SJSU right-hander Rin xrchibaki
(3-2) went the di.
Moraga. Sports
lance
in
pitching a four -hitter
as the Spartans downed the Gaels
7-1 .
"Everything was working." Archibald said. "It telt good to have a
complete game. I Just hope we keep
winning."
Archibald now leads the team in
and
w ins (41. innings pitched (41
strikeouts (4))1.
Lett fielder Greg Banda pros iden
most of the offensive punch. eon
fleeting for three hits in four at bats
while driving home use runs First
baseman Fernando V iera also had an
exceptional day at the plate. going
2 -for-5 and driving in the Spartans’
last run in the ninth inning.
lbw Halligan (2-3) took the loss
tOr the Gaels. He ran into trouble
early as the Spartans scored three
runs in the first inning on the
strength of a three -run double by
Banda.
Halligan managed to hold the
Spartans off until the fifth inning.
when the team again scored three
runs, one on a wild pitch and two on
another double by Banda.
Saturday ’s game at Municipal Stadium was a tougher win for the Spartans. who held off the (lack to come
ass ay vs ith a 4-3 victory .
Right-hander Eric Nelson came in
from the bullpen in relief of starter
Clyde Samuel in the eighth inning.
Nelson (1-0) had the chance to tie
the team’s single -season save record
of live held by former Spartans Anthony Telford and Patrick Crtuen,
but instead walked away with his
first collegiate win.
Getting the victory was "a little
surprising... Nelson said.
"I didn’t think about the record on
the mound... he added. "I was
thinking about it when I was warming up.
SJSU’s offensive production was
spread out with outfielders Banda
Andy Coan and John Bracken .11Iki
designated hitter Ken Hendersoi,
each picking up one RBI apiece.
St. Mars’s tied the game in Ow
eighth before the Spanans %ken(
ahead for good on a game-% limn,:
single by Banda. scoring third base
man Greg Mitchell.
Iknnis Sculley ( I -4) went the dl,
tance for St. Mary’s in a losing ci
ton.

Coach Sam Piraro was pleaseo
with his team’s victories
"Those are good games to %In
Any time you can win a close gain,
like I Saturday ’51. it’s good.
said. "Character and confiden.,
usually come out of games like this
"St. Mans did a nice .1(41 ot
coining hack. Both teams played
well, hut we deserved to win.’ Pt. rani said.
SJSC was unable to extend its win
streak Sunday. losing to the Gaels
7-3 in Moraga.

114 -

ter

-44.$
.rit

The Spartans committed three ci
rors in the field, one in the third and
a pair in the eighth inning when the
Gaels s,.ored two of their seven runs
SJS1 lumped out to a two inn
lead in the first when center I wide!
John Bracken singled to drive in lett
fielder Todd Eagen and third base
man Mitchell The team had a
chance to score more runs. hut
Bracken was thrown out by Gael
shortstop Frank Welsh at the plate.
"We had all opportunity to expand (the score), hut we made a very
crucial base -running error." Pirani
said.
The Spartans travel up the peninsula today to take on the national
champion Stanford Cardinal.
Starting for SJSU will be lefthander Robert Sapp. He pitched onethird of an inning in relief in Sunday’s game.
Sapp’s last appearance prior in
Sunday was against UC-Dav is
"where he played really well.
iame time is 2 p.m. at Stanford’s
Su nken’Diamond.

10

IPS

IF00
Nwrora I uck - Daily stall photographer

Above. Spartan first baseman Fernando Viera tags
out St. Mary runner Heron Johnsion hi first inning
action. Right. !OM MI fielder l;reg Banda INI is congratulated by teammates after the team’s 4-3 v ictory .
Banda went h-for-I2 and drove in sis runs over the
series. Five of his RBIs came in one game.
three -g:

March
10 a.mi--
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If you’re
interested
II’
Specialty
Retailing

Student UN(
Coordip
Career Planning

DO YOU NEED A JOB?
Nelson Personnel Services is looking
for dependable students with flexible
schedules. Part -lime and full-time
jobs are available.

Stop by our ()own at the
Job Farr March 2

See Debbie at
the job fair
or call

Foot Locker

370-6363.

for more in

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
LAB SUPPORT, INC.
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT

Right-hander Eric Cordua I I -31
took the loss for the Spartans. go mg
up six runs Oise earned) on eight
hits Mark Riccabona i I -I ) came in
to relieve Gael starter Marc IT An Area in the fifth inning and picked up
the win
The team was "a little disappointed... Pirani said.
’Actually. Cordua pitched a %cry
good game. he said. "II we could
base played a sounder defensive
game. he wouldn’t base given up as
many runs.

111,

Year Round
Package Handlers

$8.00 - $8.35
PER HOUR
Starting Times.
5:00 PM
10:30 PM
3:00 AM

Five Days A Week
No Weekends
3 to 5 Hours Daily
Positions Available
in Sunnyvale

For Further Information Visit:
our booth at the Job Fair or
The Career Planning and Ptacement Center in BC-13
An Equal Opportunity Employer Male/Female

The Bay Area’s scientific personnel specialist
is looking for science students and recent
10., grads for temporary and permanent position..
Stop by our booth at the Job Fair
"IL
or send your resume to:
4Li
Lab Support, Inc.
--ft
1633 Old Bayshore Hwy. #336
;
B
urlingame,
CA
94010.
f’

**********************1
Is your organization *
short on funds?
We have the answer for you.
Great America car, provide
a unique fund-raising
opportunity by having your
non-profit group or
organization work at the
park weekdays during
Spring Break: March 28 April 1. We will donate
$3.75 per hour PLUS
$5.00 per day for each
member who participates.

IN

*

If your organization is interested in this fund-raising
L. opportunity, please stop by our booth at the Job Fair
!v.( or call the Great America Personnel Department at
(408)496-0141,

44.1t

])’

)_1’

AT AMERICAi’-
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Spartans win in OT, 96-95
14 Sean Nlontgumer
Daily staff writer

r
’

It’s not often that basketball
players get a chance hi be heroes
on ice in one game But on Sunday
afternoon at the ()sic Auditorium,
opportunity knocked twice on Rodney Scittt’. door.
With nine seconds remaining in
regulation time and the score /46-84
iii to or 01 SJSUs men’s basketball team. Scott was fouled li
’tali State’s Jell Anderson. Scott
sr ent to the line in a one -and -one
situation, hoping to put the game
out 01 reach. He missed the shot
and the Aggies came down with the
rebound. Kevin Nixon droYe the
length of the court and dropped in a
lay up to send the game into overtone
"It felt pretty had missing the
Iree throw ." Scott said.
But I
was taint Klein in our team in overtime because (It our conditioning...
Scott’s missed free throw looked
like it might have broken the spirit
of the Spanans.
That was far from the truth.

is C
Ilh tmi)
icinaming in the overtime and the Aggies

ahead 95-94. Scott worked the hall
inside and scored two. The hillier
sounded and SJSU
in PCAA
play. I 1-14 overall) had a 96-95
win. its first y ictory since Jan. 26.
The seven -game losing streak is finally over.
Rodney made a really neat
play." coach Bill Berry said. He
was going to kick it out like I asked
him to, hut he couldn’t find anyone.
Scott dribbled inside and was
going to pass the hall out to an
open teammate.
"I was looking to pass the ball.
hut I found no sell ss ide
Scott said. "We wine \wiling on
that play yesterday Number I I
(Anderson % as guaoluumg me. I lust
faked hint oil
Scull linished suh

12 points.
iiiil isso points .11 of his career
high.
"We should have stayed inside
on Scott. He got around us." Utah
State coach Rod Tueller said. It

10A.4, an eight point lead
following a Thomas slam dunk 7870.
Aggies’ Anderson hit a 19-looter
to cut the margin to five. Haney
scored a lay up to put the lead hack
to seven. Reid Newry then answered with a 3 -pointer.
Berry Was then fouled hy Newey
and went to the line in a one -and one situation. Berry nailed them
both to put the lead hack to six stub
49 seconds remaining. Haney was
fouled and made both shots giving
the Spanans a six -point lead with
33 seconds lett.
The Aggies John Judkins then
hit another 3 -point shot. Berry was
again fouled and scored two more
from the line.
With 15 seconds left and the
Spartans leading 86-81. the Aggies
Anderson made a 3 -point shot
Then came Nixon’s game ty ing
lay-up.
The Aggies (11-5 in PCAA play .
1(i-9 overall) were led by forward
Dun Conway who scored 25
points. Nixon followed with 22.

isn t
peat mills C, t mdci I tug ii
Scott’s game winning score). hut
here it was. It won the hall game.
Ira a tough loss for us hut it’s a
great win lOr them. There weren’t
very many breaks for us. We made
a great comeback. hut we were
lackadaisical in the first half. They.
always play great here.’
Senior Ricky Berry led SJSU in
scoring with 32 points, along with
nine assists.
Junior guard Steve Haney followed Berry with 21 points including three. 3 -point field goals.
Gerald Thomas. a 6-foot -9 senior center. scored 18. grabbed 10
rebounds and blocked five shots.
"I knew that we would have to
get the offense going early." coach
Berry said. "We had our fastbreak
working. It’s a lot of points for our
team, hut when everyone contributes we have that kind of offensive
punch."
It looked as though the Spartans
had the game in the hag within regulation time.
With 1:30 left in the game. the

Sparld11,

on een a s
o ograp
Aggies. Greg llouskeeper comes down with a rebound

s4,

2, 1988
m- 3 p.m.
Tilton Ballroom
difriated by
ling & Placement
information
1 Call 924-6033

THE SPARK FOUNDATION
Counselor/Training Specialist Wanted
Direct care staff needed for
residential facility to work
with adolescents and young
adults with autism and
related disabilities. Full or
part-time positions
available. Starting salary:
$6 - $7 per hour.

Call 374-6224

MAKE MONEY
ALASKA SUMMER J()!s
250
Seasonal Hotel Jobs
in Denali Park, (NILlsIcKinnley, Alaska)
Stop by our booth at the
job fair March 2nd
if ARA OUTDOOR WORLD
(415) 34S-3310

Need a Job to Fit Your Schedule?
We offer clerical, secretarial,
accounting, data entry, word
processing, engineering, light
industrial, and technical illustration
jobs.
Stop by our booth at the job fair
or call 437-9292.

SNELLING

TEMPORARIES

itt
MAKING PEOPLE NAPPY
equipment manufacturing and
distribution
Americas Hospitality Industry
is 10 million strong and growing
rapidly into the 1990’s

We offer you A Fast Career
TracitOn The Job Training

The Chance To Meet New
People Everyday. Room For
Individuality
Your Style

We are a growing luxury hotel
company, an innovator and leader in
the hospitality industry, dedicated
to providing the very best service to
our guests.
We are looking for talented career
oriented individuals prepared to
make a commitment to our guests
and are ready to pursue a rewarding and exciting career with the
Red Lion Inn.
Uisit our booth at the Job Fair!

Et pm JHO ompola
Come Grow With Orchard
Supply Hardware

irnM till
fit
If you like people, we offer you a
place to begin a great career in
restaurants, hotels, food

Red Lion Inn

Scheduling To Fit

A career is waiting for you in

America’s Hospitality Industry
For more information. stop by
our booth at the Job Fair and ask
about available positions

Part-Time Openings are available
for Material Handlers
at our Distribution Center
on S. 7th Street.
Part-Time Openings for Cashiers
and Salespeople are available
in our San Jose stores.
Come talk with our managers.
We’ll he at the Job Fair
Wednesday March 2nd
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Assistant Manager opportunities are also available Our
training program, beginning in June. is open to persons
with 4 years’ retail experience, 1 year of supervisory
experience and proven management, motivation and
communication skills. At least an AA degree is also
required.
If you’re not able to come by our booth, please send
a resume to Human Resources. Orchard Supply
Hardware. P.O. Box 49027, San Jose, CA 95161-9027
We are an equal opportunity employer.

.
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Softball splits double-header
By Ron Haynes
Daily staff writer

The SJSL softball team split its home opener Saturday with Cal Poly -San Luis Obispo losing the first
game 1-0. but winning the second game 9-1.
"I was pleased. said Coach Kathy Strahan.
"We showed that we can hit. Cal Poly didn’t make
too many errors. Fverything we did was earned.
Game one was an offensive struggle as each team
displayed excellent defense before moving into the
seventh and final inning.
Still scoreless. Cal Poly ’s Turista Voss reached
first base safely on an error. Robin Mitchell singled to
right field moving Voss to second base. Two outs
later, the Mustangs’ Cathy Jones doubled to left field
scoring Voss for the game’s only run.
Sharon Cafini opened the Spartans’ seventh with a
bunt single. One out later, she was sacrificed to second. Rut that would be as far as Cafini would go as
SJSU couldn’t get another hit.
To win game one was a confidence builder for a
youthful Cal Poly Dis ision 11 team having nine freshmen and four soplunisires on its I 6-member roster.
"I thought use should have gotten ahead earlier
but I’m pleased. said Cal Poly coach Becky Hei-

qinant. Maybe.
Either ay we "ant to lint
t in private.
Aft

Sue Bowling
SJSU senior Dana !Aland Ilse, body language to [mgt. I he hall itvva

desch during a break between games.
Heidesch said the Spartans were a gotid Warn who
had put them (Cal Poly I in "pressure situations."
"It was a good game for us," she said.
As game two got under way . a brief rain shower
prompted a crowd of nearly 250 to don their umbrellas and protective garments as the Spartans got off to
a I -0 lead in the bottom hall oh the second inning.
In the third inning. the Mustangs tied the score at
1-1 when Heather Mackey hut a triple over the left
fielder to score Cheri Lutes. The Mustangs added another run to take a 2-1 lead. But the Spartans rallied to
tie the score in their half of the third.
The Spartans took a 3-2 lead in the fourth on Tami
Rudds double.
SJSU broke the game open in the fifth scoring
four runs.
In the sixth inning, Cafini tripled scoring designated player Laurie Morgemhal Catini scored the
final run of the game moments later on a wild pitch.
Although Strahan was a little disappointed that the
team was unable to score during key situations, she
was pleased with the team’s execution of the hunt and
first and third situations. She also cited Angie Latilagi
and Cafini for outstanding o...ensts c plas and Gale
Dean for a great pitching job in the iii .0 game .

Daily staff photography

’Ilk
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from the trees

SJSU golfer wins Patty Sheehan
Invitational by only two strokes
Jennikr 1 111111i111
Daily Staff writer
ciiimp’s
top -seeded
SJSU’s
first
golfer. Dana 1.011ancl.
pbce at the Jostens Patty Sheehan
Ins ,iational last weekend.
She ykirked hard before this
tournament coach
iale said
"It was a desen mg rew aid
Lofland led the field w ith a three
round score of 221. Sai
leltrun
score ot
Duke took seelnill Will
223.
The Spartans cu lleetively brought
in a team score of 931 and a tournament placing of fifth. First place V. as
taken by Tulsa w ith a team score of
913.
"We were leading after the first
nine i holes)." Gale said. "We
played a good 27 holes and a had 27
holes I don’t really have a reason
for our placing. We just have to he
better prepared."
Tolland was the only Spartan to
shoot a round under par. In the first
round she shot a 71. which is one
under par for the Fort Ord -Bayonet
course.
"This is our Munh championship
trophy (this season I. Gale said
We have receoed two team ii
phies and MO 111d1%Iduals."
Julie Kills turned in the S.
best SJSU score of the tourna,:.,
shooting a 135. Rails placed :Nit
the field of 77 golfers.
Freshman Pat Hurst hushed iiii
hyhind tyammate

ail
its-ar,,ca, acps

brick nit,shot a 117 Philbrick
placed herselt iii ;5111 position. while
11)
Hurst shot her
The last Spartan imurk was Pt in
by Rene Van Fossen us ho shot a
three -round score of 155 en route to
with position
\ .in fossen was the alternate w Ito
represented MM. in the tournament
in place of sophomore Dina Amanaccapane
"With Dina missing. it does ci
(1.1le
feet Its 1111.11111021,..111
. Dina C011id 01.11 It), kCllei
good show mg in pia,
W hat sit,.
needs to do is team ill Phi hut prat.
We skills into plas
"Placing in this tournament does
enhance a team’s hid for the nile
"VS.L. had I
ifl the
als. Gale said
top teams in the nation represented
here
Other team scores: Duke (900,
Aniona State (911). Texas..4929
Southern Calik,riti.i

ipUNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
We otter free c tinseling

explore ALE the
options, inc luding
OPEN ADOPTION
ehildren’s Home Sot
California’s nationally rel. ogniied
program. Featured on the CBS
Evening News and McCall’s
Maga Ane.
CALL (408) 293-8940
h.

help

toes ce,rce4
e,

You should know
about new e.p.t. stick
test. It’s the fast and easy
way to fund out it you’re
pregnant. Or not. And
you fund out un private.
If the stuck turns pink,
you’re pregnant. If It stays
white, you’re not. It’s that
simple.

If you have any
questions about e.p.t., call
us toll free I-ROO-562-0266.
In New terse)+, call collect
(2011540-24.01
e.p.t. The first and
niost trusted IlafTIC in
pregnancy testing.

homa State (932), UCLA 0,1’
U.S. International (94-IL San
State (95))1. Sianhird 0531,
Christian (966). Washington (967
Furman (974), Oklahoma (9951
The muniament. Is hut. Ii
hosted by SJS1’. %,u as also ’pi,
hy Jostens. who donated a lull
arship to the Si St women’s
program.

Introduong
no.) u
k tet

ept
vs,THT

Copies
5(
kinkoss
THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

310 S.

WU

SAN CARLOS ST
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

481 E

at.A

.4’

started a nursery
constructed a well.
surveyed a national park.
taught school
coached track
learned French

I WAS IN THE
PEACE CORPS

Peace Corps Film Show: Monday, Feb. 29, 1:00-3:00 p.m.
Montalvo Room, Student Union Building
Tuesday, March 1, 12 noon -2:00 p.m.
Montalvo Room, Student Union Building
Information Booth: Mon., Feb. 29 -Wed.. March 2, 10:00-3:00 p.m.
Student Union
Interviews: Mon., March 14 and Tues., March 15, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Career Planning and Placement
For more information, call Peace Corps Recruitment at (415) 974-8754

Styles that fit your lifestyle and express your success. Order your ring today.

T
R\rlcc
hc./
I

AMERICA

S

COLLEGE

Feb.29-Ma4 I ImelOam-6pm

RING,.

Deposit Required $20
Pavriaaii Refs Available

tIll

u. SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
See

MB lull ring selection at the bookstore
211(CP

151

1111111111..-r---
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Survey: Reveals students’ reactions
I’ corn prig(’ I

percent responded that their chief
goal in life is to know and serve God
in some way. Hastings reported.
The survey further revealed that
the other 90 percent are concerned
with graduating. succeeding in career goals, and having fun.
According to Hastings, the 10 percent shows a "mild to enthusiastic
interest" in Christ and Christianity
on campus.
More people are interested in
Jesus than we thought," Hastings
said. "We’re overwhelmed with
positive results."
Included in the survey was a titres-

lion regarding student’s interest in
learning about Christ and Christianity.
Of the 3,000 students polled
’over I MOO wanted to find out more
about Christianity or Campus Crusade for Christ,’ Hastings said.
Campus Crusade’s responsibility
now is to "get in contact with the
students interested in Christianity
and learning about Christ." he said.
or Christ,
Campus Crusade
which began in 1951. is a non -&nominational Christian fellov ship
that establishes itself on college
campuses all over the globe. There
are about 150 countries involved.

Bloom County

Berke Breathed
re 41,330V SEW,
2’ illePOSE, Afar
TO GYM 59/

Mark Reeves, president of the
SJSU fellowship of Campus Crusade
for Christ, feels that "TV evangelists and politicians make Christianity
look pompous. but we’re not."
Part of the survey’s purpose was
to expose students to Campus Crusade.
"We’re not a hunch of hypo
ernes." Reeves said. "We’re here hi
help people learn about Christ."

Court refuses
inmate’s appeal

plIge
do."
organic foods after its cart passes inspection, Hogate says.
Guillen, also an immigrant vt hose
"You cannot deny one permit just father owns the rival stand, says.
because there is another (hot dog "Business is getting better. It’s betstand) there. It’s free enterprise." ter than in front of DM V anyway."
says Melba Grissith of the police
permit department.
Hogate says. "We all like AbraMany students know Beyene by ham, I just couldn’t do anything
his first name. Abraham. Some call about it. If he has the basic entrepeout to hint as they pass from class to nuerial skills, he’ll survive."
class.
Beyene wonders about his future
Beyene says he refuses to reloin America. "I would hate to go on cate. "No matter what, I’m here to
welfare. but I don’t know what to stay .

OlVeRelPF
DANANA

eibpi
Isaac Newt

WASHINGTON tAI’l - The
Supreme Court refused to hear
the appeal of California death ross
inmate David L. Ghent, convicted of killing a Santa Clara
County woman in 1978.
The justices let stand Monday.
lower court rulings that Ghent
properly was sentenced to death
for the Feb. 21, 197/1 murder of
Patricia Bert at her home.
Ghent’s appeal did not challenge
his conviction.
Police said Ms. Bert was sexually assaulted and then stabbed
21 times.
The case is Ghent vs. California, 87-6150

Stands: Try to compete

FOR MAI& CATE&

WHAT DO
YOU THINK
YOU’RE
POINEI Id
1HE
SNK 7’

liM
1-ANNIN6FOR
6C1.-12
. r6

Sheila Neal

ir

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION meeting ludo 3 1 Cl 5PM
Melissa Olson, Generyl
Electric Topic panel discussion
on the fin.nciai mngmnt program

ested in owning their own business We provide sales 8 management training & a guaranleed
income when qualified Call David
Zacher or Di… Adams at 371.
4663

FREE PREGNANCY TEST and compassionate counseling
Sunnyvele 732 -FREE

COUNSELOR -GROUP HOME to, au
tie. children Varied hours. Call
Monday through Friday 9.5PM

Costanoan Rrn

Studeni Union

Speaker

NEED

MEDICAL

INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark Ellice. Washington National Insurance. (4081 943.9190 tor a no obligation quote

STEEL BUILDING DEALERSHIP with
mapor manufacturer -sales & engi.
maiming suppon

Starter ads fur-

nished Some areas taken Call
1303) 759-3200 eat 2401 Wed9
Cor Acceptanc Corp
6800 E
Hirano.. Denver, Co 80224
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now’ Save your teeth, eyes
For information

and money too

and brochure see A S
.1114081371.68d

office or

COUNSELORS HOUSEPARENTS for
boys group home Most be eble
to work ramp over shifts and have
a good driving record Students
with two years 01 college or rna
oaring in the behavioral sciences
(A J . Psych. Sociology, etc I a.
given p eeeeee nee Call Joe Harris
at 3794710
DELIVERY PERSONS for PIZZA de..
any Good pay $6 hr
Flea
hours. PT FT drys dighla Need
own car. insurance. DMV print
out Cad 286-7444 NOW HIRING"
DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS part lime at
Minato Japanese Rest San Jose

munffy that velum the Individual
march for one own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose offers creative services.
stimulating discussion. 8 oppor
hind. or social action We are
located al 160 N 3rd St Join us
Sundays 41 11 000r call 2e2-3958

AUTOMOTIVE
79 SUZUKI 850 shah very nice sport
laying, bags trash lone 5900
277.8716 Jeff great bike"
76 MUSTANG II V-6

4.speed runs
May need work 550060 262-6671
after 4 p m

DRIVERS

WEEKNIGHTS or SAT
You need
wild license
your own car and insurance DUO

only

printout is unimportant Four Sal
positions open. two for weekday. Call Mr Miles .1 268.6138
EARN 150-8100 DAY merketing credit
Cards to students on campus F
or PT Call 1-800-932-0528
SESSFOODSERVERS, COOKS. HOSTESS CASHIERS. and busboys
’Aerie
Callender,
is
always
looking

for new
enthusoastoc
workers 10 loin our team Apply al
2831 Meridian Ave or call 2657130 lor appointment
FRESHMAN SOPHMOREClerktyp.
1st Type 40 WPM Willow Glen

4 speed reblt engine, runs good Asking $850, cell
29343677 296-3076

area 12 20 hour per week Good
tor pre-pharmacy maid CIl tor

73 SUPERBUG auto .rick -35K M on
rebll eng AM FM case on good
condition’ Asking $1800 p.m
call 973-9257 IL Mew message

GET POLITICALLY ACTIVE end paid
Cored.. petition. for CAL -OSHA

74 DATSUN 610

61 VW KORMAN GHIA rblf eng dual
webers, air shocks new carpet.
dean. $1500 Call 723-7455

PC.0 OM PCCOM PC COM""
IBM AT XT competobles and accessories One block from campus
404 S 3rd Sr 42 Call 295-1606
Special 61" oft for SJSU with ID

FOR SALE
A ROUND TRIP ticket to HAWAII on
Hawaiian Al, $300 or otter call
atter 8 30 PM 279.1785 13.1
THE BREAD a ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique bookstore speclaHzing
in books on history
currml
events labor Black Americans
Chicanos
Asian .Americans
women
Maryism
Written by
Blacks

Chicanos

Asians

spot 266-8281

and educationel funding PT and
liaa hra Call 94741091
GRAPHIC ARTISTS NEEDED for freelance work Most haw some es.
patience with design
layout
paste.up etc
E235

COMPUTERS

labor

activisls Marxists We also haw
in English Soviet lasts in the so.
cliff sciences You won I 11nd our
books posters and records in
other Mores in the valley In addiwe have fIctkin and children books I ocated at 950 S
Elrod SI San Jose (3 talks south ot
97801 Call 294-7930 tor hours
tion

HELP WANTED

HEAD

Call Linda at 984-

COACH

FOR wesIside area
swim team April -July Salary ow

framable Call 379-5161 tor info
HOME MANAGER Group Hoone Man.
ager for community.based rem
Ombra program for young adults
with monism 1 related devra
opmentel dosabolltiee home to be
located in the San Joe. area O. to
open in April BA in Human hero
ices or related held 8 previous
mom or. the field of developmen
tel disabilones Salary range 117 CO010821 000 Call 374.6224
OASIS CAMPUS REP, PR or AD major
to ed as Ilason with Greek
clubs Great benefits’ 21 or over
Contact Torl al 286.2356
PART TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
available immediately 55.185,
Northern California Nannie
949-2933

14 t SI

PART TIME

FULL TIME JOBS avail.
able’ Never fee Call BEST Tern.
porery Services 984.1340 for 0..
ills
Typists
secretaries.
receptionoras

laborers

IIM

clerks

ACCOUNT EXEC type person needed
lo find clients tor freelence copy vent.,
Work
on commission
basis Greet opportunity for professional outgoing person CIl
964.6235

PART TIME JOBS’ Start at the TOP’
Acquire and apply commun..
tion skills, negotiation skill. Paid
training Evening hours SS base
bonuses 3 blocks from cam.
pus 924.1129

ARE YOU SICK

tirecl of getting paid
? having to wail two mom weeks
In see Me sun again, Food endue
lry giving you heartburn, We believe Mat Moe right In party is 151
amendment materlol

Pick

your

own hours For those overworked
brain cells we 00 901 plenty of cot.
tee

We are S mm
from SJSU
Find oul how @say It is to seii
something everyone knows the
California Diners Club two for one
dinner card We also have fund
raising positions open Forget
eboul your peel Jerry I awls tele.
modeling moorland.s our of

RECEPTIONIST Perm P1 must be
escellent on phones PC mop help1,1 Send resume to M Massa.
14103 G Wonchesfer Blvd
Los
Gatos 95030
RED EYE Is looking for assistant managers lull time II pad lime on our
local stores Wail work *round
school schedules but must have 2
mornings
week opening availability,

nonarrooker a

intereled

call at 446-5636

We will train
process server
Apply in person Mon,Frl 9AM
4PM 260 Meridian Ac. S J 286

Call now for an interview at 788-

5880

00141

come

sny

better than whet we offer el the
SJSU TOP’Learn commun..
lion skills enjoy flesible hours
greet

pay

good

location

and

SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts 11 ed
55.96 hr to start toll benefits no
lesperienc needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY 3212 Soon
Blvd between Olcoll A San To
ones Santa Clar

Call 727.9793

more, Call Mitch 924-1129
RUBBLE MACHINE CAR WASH 1090
SaralogaSunnyvale Rd Contact
Mandl Siadat at 996-2592
hra
CAREER

4

1 at

no esp rmc Full part lime
OPPORTUNITY

with

3rd

SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK opening at Varian Image Tube Division
Flegulree 2 yrs experience in
ship nra or edln plus
ability 10116 SO lbs loft ifft cm.
ii.
cats and California driver
stores

TELEMARKETING

SALES" Walking
dlorynce to campus Comfortable
surroundings Choose your own
hours Advancement opportunolies Call Ernie PM s only el 9984526

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY Is
now hiring part-time vrailpeople
for lunch positions
Flexible
scheduling, close In campus &
other benefits Your Mends ptotoably work news’ Apply in person
Mon -Fri 2 30-3 30 PM. SI N San
Pedro. downtown San Jose

bid,. FT PT posItIons available
early weekday
mornings. afternoons weekends, a, overnight
shifts 1,6-1.7 25 hr Call tor applications 8 information 374-6224
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
5,11 time openings tor automated
VAC EOPIAT OPRS on swing
shift graveyard 11 weekend shift
IF S S.M) SAM to 7 30 PM) Physics
electronic or mechanical
orientation and U S cotwen required
Coll 415,493.1800 est
445
FLOWER

DELIVERY

DRIVER $S per hour For info call
City Center Florist al 295-4321
and ask tor John or Janet
WORK FOR THOMAS JEFFERSON"
Pan -time lull time Call 476.7126
YOUNGSTERS

FOR
AMERICA.
Unique opportunity for highly malivated professional IMF) individual looking for high level management
position
for
non-profit

orgaMzetron Salary nog person
must possess ...Oen, skills in
communications marketing pro
onolion sales research analyaos
advertising etc & generally be
well organized 8
qualrfied
leader You would be working
with hods 01 .11 ages Physical education knowledge

big plus but
not necessary Please contact at
294-7567 between 13PM 11.F or
send resume A did history to
Youngsters tor America 312 S
ltd Sr S J 95111 ’named open mg tot right person

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM 1 BATH"
Corport walk to campus no pets
$505 ono Call 224-3039706-5640
Licensed agent
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

1 bedroom

I

bath off street parking 1475 Call
224.3939 285.8840
licensed
pont
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN’ Fine ono
bile home alternative to apt hm
rental

Cell Ernie at 371-1664 or
749.5100
FOR RENT 2 bd. opt Clean quiet
carpets drapes carpool
Near
campus secure $590 rnn call
200-5192

’t,

Dumbar Pig and Friends

BACKACHE"’ FREE

treatment as
part of a retearch prowl If you
have had low back pain for more
Own 6 months and are 20-55
years old please call Palmer Col.
le. of Chiropractic Wesl al 1408)

e-/-WHAT DO ’IOU
THINK I SHOULD DO
ABOUT THE CHAIN
LETTER?

PERSONALLY, I
THINK THEY’RE
PHONY I’D DUNK
THAT STUFF ANY
TIME!

$8MILL1 ON ?

Laugh Lines
OF 09T"
SHOULD HE LP /ci f THINK.
SETTER%

ir ANOTHER CUP

/..---

244-8907. extension 401

lodes

Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair ochon.
bokord, ournmy moust.che etc)
151. discount to students end lac
toffy Call before May 31 1988 and

cell

2870
EYECARE

AT

SUNRISE

EYEWEAR
Frame and lenses Irom $31’ Dr
Christopher Calsceme 00 Duality
and fora eery’. at raremely low
price Complete eye mom including glaucoma check complete

ACTUALLY.

7

leir""eog

:414.’

THAT s AbOuT AS GOOD AS
Well Ant.SwER I COULD
14W05 Com& LIP WIN!

,
o
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Skibblefritz
1-1E_ 156 PM:MD itiar
/HE BE.51 -rmIN6 TO 770
eLM1$ -1t) RE1ORN "THC
:SUCTION POCK’ #115
NEARS164-r1ED *Al-HE&
KT THE PVkif.

4,e0C’

AMR dlitsTrf

II

II

affordable prices Upholstery 8
car Interiors too’ Call Bob it 920-

..

NO. NO , NO !
THAT ’.5 MO M wes
,.,.
M
HOEWORK!!
’Ifr:14-Y1

:-------- 4-4,- :1

CC

DIRTY CARPETS" Protect your deposit by having your carpets
cleaned 100 professional work at

-Th....1,n-

R I CH A RD/1

oo
...---...,
014 ROO Maim r ---, ’
COLONNO130010
ia ’9

al 1 2 pric
Unwanted HMI Lffeappears With
My Care
Gwen Cholgren R E
559-3500. 1645 S Bascom
Hair Today Go. Tomorrow

Wanda Folk

.

,

gel your first appi

Michael Shermaii
HE OEStRTED 1HE
SPECTACLED *REM TO
isONC510eCcistr 111Excx5PARK.. .5
*14-1,
KNEW HIM.

Tref APPACCATLY H1 POOR
7 EVE3I6MT HAD GOTTEN
.4M8 :NT. FURTHER.

Rattbe

contact lens* service tor fern.
Fshlon frames and sunglasses
by the Wading designers Super
thin lenses tor high power R
Open 7 days
and Medical

week
Insurance
are warmly wel-

comed SJSU students & staff el ways have 10% off Call for appl
now." 405 E Sant. Clara SI at
9th call 995-0488 We speak Vied
name... Spanish Chinese
Meth
problems
solved tutoring by phone at any
level Session. I 410 1 hour Call

Classified

MATH -PHONE

14151 7964497
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES. Let me
capture your wedding memories
with quality photos loll..." Budget and deli. pockig.s trom
5299 You keep the negatives Call
Cherie on 274 8099
PROFESSIONAL

DISC

JOCKEY by
Deanne Michel formerly of KSJS
You ve got the party we OR got
IS. music’ Michel Productions

provodes *rd. windy of music
for your wedding party or dance
at reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil at 249-2820 or 922.7359
WRITING

RESEARCH

SERVICES

Acedernic thesis
assistance
Ghostwriting All sub.’s 0.1.
if. writers Resumes R.-writing Catalog Berkeley 14151 8.5036
YOUR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED
by
professional high quality
budget pric tree information
Cell 371 7887 ask for SJSU dia.
counl

TYPING
AAAA-ACCURACY

ACHIEVEMENT.

ACCOUNTABILITY

ACKNOWL
EDGE BLE in typing that. tops
Iry so TONY 296.2087 Thanks
Si SO per page doubM Bram.
Available

seven

days

weakly

(dick turnaround All work guar.
ante. Thanks
A A-1 SECRETARY

with computer
Close to school Available night

and day Rush robs are my speciality Call Pam al 1408) 2255025 225-9009
ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE ACCOMPLISHED Typist SpecisHzing in
Including
all academic typing
APA lownst lawn papers theses
resume
cover letters I iook
forward to ferrying your typing
needs this semester
8 30 rn
5942

500 pm

Hrly rates
- J..251.

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT Moller quallty
accurmy guaranteed Academic
typing Our specielity Free proo
tog disk storage
Reasonable
We re tall ffelaradable grammar wise college grads So call us
with papers reports theses lespecially mil...) etc .1 251-0440
ACADEMIC

TYPING WORD

PROCE

RESSING Thesis wore a spe
daffy Esp.... counts’ Group
papers welcome Standard & ml.

Very comp... rates
Students receive discount with
ID Access Data.-281.4962 ask for
priding

reports resumes. *fled group
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seating from 8.000 to 5.500
available seats to accommodate
the student -approved plan.
The budgeted attendance
ures were reduced to compensate
for the smaller arena with less
available seating.
Included in the budget was a
five-year projection showing
%%hat the Rec Center budget
.itild look like five years after
the opening. after the facility had
an opportunity to operate at potential
Lass rence Fan, Sports Information Director fOr SJSU. said the
Spartan basketball team only attracts approximately 1.90(1 spectators per event. If current attendance figures continue. there
would he less than 50 percent sell
out of ihe Rec Center arena. and a
deficit could exist. if not compensated for in other areas of the budget.
Concerning how realistic the
attendance figures are. McLennan said. "On the surface I would
have to say no. they are not realistic."
The Rec Center.budget projection has been called a "worst case scenario" despite the fact
that if current attendance figures
continue. the scenario could he
far v.orse.
MeLennan also said he would
like to see a budget that retlects
a true sorst-case scenario. ’
Fan said that a new facility attracts indis iduals. though. and
that would increase attendance
levels at sporting events.

"You have got to consider
other font’s of revenue. An advenising scoreboard can bring in
quite a bit of revenue." said Fan.
referring to the brightly -colored
advertisements that often appear
along the side of a scoreboard.
Basketball is expected to bring
in the second-largest attendance
figurI.s out of all the planned
events to take place at the Rec
Center.
Concerts are expected to bring
in the largest attendance figures
for the Rec Center.
The budget assumes that 24
concerts will occur in the Rec
Center bringing in approximately
112.000 people per year fiw paid
attendance.
But this assumption was made
prior to the plans for the downtown c(mvention center, and
doesn’t take int() consideration
the competition with other popular concert spots, like Shoreline
Amphitheater in Mountain View.
The budget calls for over 80
percent overall attendance to all
the events to operate at a balanced
budget.
John Halyard and Sheila Chaffin. representatives fn)m the California State University Chancellor’s Office, will meet with the
A.S. Board of Directors and Student Union Board of Directors to
answer questions concerning the
construction and financing of the
Rec Center. The meeting, ()pen to
students. is scheduled for today at
1:30 p.m. at the Student Union
Guadalupe Room

Track: Completion nears
broil: page /
downtov.’n traffic was being redirected.
While holding a stop sign. Ferry
told Fonseca to take one of the construction workers off the project and
beg ii) manually directing cars
through the intersection.
Fonseca replied it wasn’t necessary because a signal light was
lulu:Mining as usual. and that he
needed all his men to remain on the
14)b.
Inspector Steeleman said the City
of San Jose and Cal Trans are in
charge of traffic control and they
each have different ideas.
County Track Inspector Mike
Strider said tut, surveyors were also

responsible for verifying whether a
sufficient level of quality has been
attained on the work site.
’The surveyors checked the project
site for project leaks at about 8 p.m.,
and found no straying electricrty.
After passing that inspection the
French -50-yard -long rails were slid
into place. SuperinteII
ndent Fonseca
said the decision to import rails was
made fi)r economic reasons.
"Since this was a custom order.
due to the unusual shape of the rails
(they have a larger flat top, unlike
standard railroad track). the lowest
bidder was foreign," Fonseca said.
The superintendent said the project to install the rails had a price tag
of about S500 per hour.

From page /
door. so sse put towels down and
jumped out of the v. indow."
said.
Ken Ryerson. another first -114w
resitlent. was approaching the build
ing when he noticed people standing
outside.

Brent Busios became resourceful
when the water began seeping undei
his door.
"I blocked up my door with the
Spanan Daily," he said.
Robinson was pleased Yv ith the re
sponse of his residents.
"I think the residents showed they.
were really concerned." he said.
"They were out (in the hallway’) trying to help."
At first. Moulder Hall staff members were afraid the power would
have to he turned oft along with both
the hot and cold water. But the problem was not as serious as first
thought and the electricity. was left
on.
Maintenance crews worked most
of the night ii) return water serv ice to
the hall by 4 a.m. Monday so residents could take their morning show-

From page I
chief for the DHS. attributed the recent transference of responsibility to
econoinic reasons.
Under state law DHS is required
to maximize the use of federal funds.
and because EPA proposed the (Lorentz site for federal funds. we requested that they accept lead responsibility of the site.’’ he said.
"At first EPA didn’t have the
money when (DHS) got the site, so
we started (preliminary assessments). We wanted to accomplish
something concrete." he added.
An update. prepared by DHS.
states that they have removed 24010
barrels, containing hazardous substances. from the site. In the next
few weeks the EPA will remove the
remaining barrels and liquids.
Mainly what DHS has worked on
"getting the stuff out of the way so
(the EPA) can get to the soil and determine the extent of contamination." Masters said. She added
that actual cleanup cinild take anywhere from five to 20 years: there is
no way of knowing.
Immediate plans of the EPA include grading the site so that any run
off from rain will be directed into the
storni drain. They will then seal the
soil so that the water will not be able
to penetrate into the ctmtaminated
soil .
There will be a public meeting
May 17 to get community response
on which will be the best method of
extracting and treating the contaminated groundwater, which goes
down anywhere from 20 to 40 feet.
Prior to the meeting the EPA will
send out a report. outlining the available options and a response form, to
the community.

erS
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mem I.
"I’m sure there are going to he
some abuses... Montgomery’ said.
"The police v. ill have to enforce that
the way they do anything else."
On Thursday at 8:30 a.m.. McCanhy and a group of skateboarders
will meet with the committee for the
second time in Health Building.
R(x)in 208.
Two weeks ago the group greeted
the
committee
v. it h
strong
statements that the him %NJ. untair to
them and other students ho rely on
alternative means of transportation.

Hatayama said that the DHA has
spent $3.1 million of state funds at
the site. The EPA is estimating a
total cosi of up to $15 million. In addition to Lorentz, Masters said there
are hundreds of potential responsible
parties who contributed to the contamination.
"We know there are several companies who did use the facility (Lorentz). but it’s not clear which used
it for disposing of hazardous
waste . ’ she said.

McCanhy said the Inter -Fraternity
Council is also strongly. opposed to
the ban. A representative tOr the IFC
could not he reached for comment
Monday.
McCarthy said of his new proposal. "Our approach is much more incremental. taking smaller steps to
work toward a happy medium.
"The proposal set forth hy the
committee is way too restricike."
he said.
"I have full faith in the students
on the board that they are v. illing to
negotiate a compromise. he

Toxics

Kara Natal, Special to the Daily
Brent liustos, an undeclared freshman and resident of Moulder Hall. assesses the situation after oaking to find a broken oater pipe.

When that is determined the EPA
will allow the companies to do the
cleanup work themselves, or if already completed will request the
amount of money spent. Masters
said. If the companies do not cooper
atethe EPA will enter into a lawsui
to recover the costs, she added.

Round up a summer job!! !

Summer and Co-op job Fair
Wednesday, March 2
10am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom

AMUSEMENT
Great America
Santa Cruz Seaside Co.

BUSINESS / INDUSTRY
Advanced Micro Devices
American Electronics Association Credit
Union
Casual Corner
Clairol, Inc.
Dcloittc Haskins & Sells
E.G.&G. Energy Measurement, Inc.
Foot Locker
G.E. Nuclear Energy
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Household Finance Corp.
HyaU San Jose
IBM
IBM -Almaden Research Center
J.C. Penney
Lab Support, Inc.
Lockheed Missiles & Spacc Co.
McDonald’s Accounting
McWhorter’s Stationcrs
Mary Kay Cosmetics
Massachusetts Mutual Life

&au
"tr- ntr’llr

’It

Minolta Business Systems
Mutual of Ornaha Insurance Co.
National Theme Productions
Nordstrom
Northern Telecom
Orchard Supply Hardware
Pacific Bell
Pricc Waterhouse
Red Lion Inn
Safeway Stores, Inc.
Santa Clara MarrioU Hotel
Security Pension Services, Inc.
Silicon Valley Bank
The Complete PC
Thc Pillsbury Co.
Toys "R" Us
United Parcel Service
Western School Portraits

Caltrans
Internal Revenue Service
NASA-Ames Research Center
()Aland Police Dept.
San Francisco Civil Service Commission
Santa Clara County Office of Education
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Department of Energy
U.S. Department of Labor
Employment Standards Administration
U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Marine Corps
U.S. Marshal Service
U.S. Office of the Auditor General
U.S. Office or Personnel M1lanagement
U.S. Postal Service

CAMPS / RECREATIONDEPARTMENTS

HEALTH / HUMAN SERVICES

ARA Outdoor World
Camp Costanoan
Camp Weequahic
Camping Unlimited
City of Fremont Community Services Dept.
City of Mountain View Recreation Deca.
City of Palo Alto Recreation Dept.
City of San Jose Parks & Recreation Dept.
City of Sarni,i
Clara
Parks
& Recreation ept.
I
D
City of Sunnyvale Parks & Recreation Dept.
Frcnch Woods Camps
Hidden Villa Camps
Santa Clara Valley YMCA - Central Branch

Atascadern State Hospital
Community Association for Retarded, Inc.
ICaiser Permanente Medical Center
O’Connor I lospital
Remedy Health Services
Spark Foundation
The Pallitti-Hccker Center
U.C. Davis Medical Center
Washington Hospital

GOVERNMENT
Alameda County Public Works
California Conservation Corps
California Land Management

Coordinated by Career Planning
924-6033
Carew Manning ond Placerrent Canto DIIOVICIM anci wociturns

TEMP()RARY AGENCIES
Arrow Staff Services, Inc.
Certified Personnel Services
Manpower Temixwary Services
Nelson Personnel Service
Prostar Temporary Service
Q Tech
Snelling Temporaries
Timesavers, Inc.
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